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Rio

Rio • AZ-1026100 • 4030454000178Rio bordeaux • AZ-1019110 • EAN 4030454006880
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Recycling

Size XXL

NEW
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Rio

The traditionally woven hammock from Brazil with decorative border

The Rio hammock is made in Brazil, using traditional craft skills. The unique Jacquard weaving technique used calls for a 
special kind of loom. This makes the woven material exceptionally soft and comfortable. And Rio is an eyecatcher in visual 
terms as well, with an outstandingly beautiful decorative border known as a ‘veranda’. This is an indispensable feature of 
luxury hammocks in Brazil.  

To extend the service life of the product, extra-thick cords have been manually bound together with a woven strip, so that 
high point loads can be balanced out. 

The Rio natura is finished by hand on both ends with macramé.

Product data:

- Material:    Rio (natura): 100 % cotton (recyled)
    Rio bordeaux: 85% cotton (recycled), 15 % polyester
- Packaging:    Reusable bag made of colour-coordinated hammock material including 
    hammock book (see picture)
- Can be combined with:  Frames:  Arcus, Troja, Olymp, Madera, Sumo Grande
    Accessories: Easy+, Jumbo, T-Strap, Smartrope, Microrope, Liana, Sono
- Customs tariff number:   6306900019
- Country of origin:  Brazil
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 400 x 350 x 100 mm

ca. 250 x 160 cm ca. 360 cm max. 200 kg ca. 2,6 kg
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Santana
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Pink • AZ-1415320 • EAN 4030454006873Green • AZ-1415310 • EAN 4030454006866

Blue • AZ-1415300 • EAN 4030454006859

Recycling

Size M
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Santana

The original Brazilian hammock, with lovingly crafted details 

Santana combines Brazilian craftsmanship with brightly gleaming colours and soft, silky but durable threads. This makes 
even a small-scale hammock supremely comfortable!

Leave a deep sag in the centre and lie in the hammock diagonally – that‘s the most comfortable.

Product data:

- Material:    85% cotton (recycled), 15 % polyester
- Packaging:    Reusable bag made of colour-coordinated hammock material including    
    hammock book (see picture)
- Can be combined with:  Frames:  Apollo, Kronos, Sumo, Madera
    Accessories: Easy+, Jumbo, Smartrope, T-Strap, Microrope, Liana, Sono
- Customs tariff number:   6306900019
- Country of origin:  Brazil
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 350 x 250 x 100 mm

ca. 200 x 120 cm ca. 310 cm max. 150 kg ca. 1,3 kg
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Tobago Grande

Hammock made of weatherproof and UV-resistant EllTex material, which is extra long lasting and yet as soft as 
cotton. 

Product data:

- Item number/EAN:  AZ-1060110 / 4030454006835
- Material:    EllTex - Extra Long Lasting TEXtile (weatherproof and UV-resistant)
    55% cotton (recycled), 45 % polyester
- Packaging:    Bag (made of colour-coordinated hammock material) with      
    attached product fl yer 
- Can be combined with:  Frames:  Apollo, Kronos, Madera, Sumo
    Accessories: Easy+, Jumbo, T-Strap, Smartrope, Microrope, Liana, Sono
- Customs tariff number:   63069000190
- Country of origin:  China
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 840 x 180 x 180 mm
- Master box:   approx. 820 x 230 x 380 mm / 18 kg / contains 10 units

Recycling

ca. 310 x 80 cm ca. 210 x 120 cm max. 180 kg ca. 1,7 kg

Size L

Hammock made of weatherproof and UV-resistant EllTex material, which is extra long lasting and yet as soft as 
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Second Pillow for Fat Hammock

ca. 124 x 50 cm ca. 1,2 kg

The second pillow for Fat Hammock
This pillow makes it possible to extend the reclining area of the Fat Hammock once more. Just tie it to the hammock spreader bar, 
and there you are!

The extra-thick, water-repellent and rapidly drying upholstery is your guarantee of perfect relaxation. The highly durable Agora cover 
(washable) is as soft as cotton, but it is exceptionally light-resistant and weatherproof. It is also water-repellent, proof against mildew, 
insensitive to dirt and easy clean.

Product data:

- Item number/EAN:  AZ-1960011 / 4030454006897
- Material:    Cover: 100% solution dyed acrylic (light fastness: 7/8)
    Filling specifi cations: 100% polypropylene (material) / 100% polyester (fi lling)
- Packaging:    Transparent PE bag with product fl yer inside
- Can be combined with:  Fat Hammock
- Customs tariff number:   63049300
- Country of origin:  Poland
- Individual pack dimensions:   approx. 400 x 350 x 200 mm 

Cushion (two colours) with removable fi lling

Delivery without hammock
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Fat Chair

Anthracite • AZ-2020300 • EAN 4030454006781Creme • AZ-2020310 • EAN 4030454006798

The exceptionally comfortable, thickly upholstered hanging chair 
Fat Chair is the perfect hanging chair for either indoors or outdoors. The elegantly curved armrests are the product of  
painstaking craftsmanship, and are made from weather-resistant treated spruce. The high-class laminated gluing makes them 
particularly stable and secure.

The extra-thick, water-repellent and rapidly drying upholstery is your guarantee of perfect relaxation. The highly durable Agora 
cover is as soft as cotton, but it is exceptionally light-resistant and weatherproof. It is also water-repellent, proof against mildew, 
insensitive to dirt and easy to clean.

Your Fat Chair can be suspended either from two points on the ceiling or (for maximum flexibility) using the AMAZONAS 
Taurus frame (not included in the scope of delivery). The adjustable chain suspension system means that the seat angle can be 
adjusted in no time at all. The chair comes with two cloth sleeves which can be used as a cover for the chain suspensions.

All the raw materials used come from Europe, and have been processed in Europe in environmentally friendly ways.

Delivery without stand
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Fat Chair

Delivery without stand

Product data:

- Material:    Wood: spruce, impregnated in a dipping bath, high quality layered gluing
    Fittings: stainless metal (galvanised)
    Cushion - cover: 100% solution dyed acrylic (light fastness: 7/8)
    Cushion fi lling specifi cations: 100% polypropylene (material) / 100% polyester (fi lling)
- Packaging:    Cardboard box with a detailed product sticker
- Recom. hanging height:   at least 140 cm
- Can be combined with:  Frames: Taurus
    Accessories: 2x Jumbo / 2x Easy+ / 2x Liana 
    Side table: Tavolino
- Customs tariff number:   94018000
- Country of origin:  Poland
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 1150 x 380 x 190 mm
- Pallet:    contains 12 Fat Chair (approx. 120 x 80 x 135 cm)

Removable fi lling Cloth sleeve for chain suspension

ca. 60 x 158 cm max. 120 kg ca. 8,4 kgca. 64,5 x 111 x 19 cm
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Swing Lounger

Anthracite • AZ-2020400 • EAN 4030454006804Creme • AZ-2020410 • EAN 4030454006811

The stylish fl oated recliner
Swing Lounger combines maximum hanging comfort with a modern and stylish design, making it an eyecatching feature for any 
home. The elegantly curved reclining surface is precisely adjusted to the body, so you can lean back comfortably, relax and enjoy.

The Swing Lounger is the product of painstaking craftsmanship, and is made from weather-resistant treated spruce. The high-
class laminated gluing makes it particularly stable and secure. 

The extra-thick, water-repellent and rapidly drying mattress is your guarantee of perfect relaxation. The highly durable Agora 
cover is as soft as cotton, but it is exceptionally light-resistant and weatherproof. It is also water-repellent, proof against mildew, 
insensitive to dirt and easy to clean.

The Swing Lounger can be used either as a gently rocking recliner on the ground, or as a perfectly balanced fl oating recliner in 
the AMAZONAS Globo Stand frame (not included in the scope of delivery). Spiral spring included. 

All the raw materials used come from Europe, and have been processed in Europe in environmentally friendly ways.

(can be used on both sides – either in grey or in taupe)
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Swing Lounger

Delivery without stand

Product data:

- Material:    Wood: spruce, impregnated in a dipping bath, high quality layered gluing
    Fittings: stainless metal (galvanised)
    Cushion - cover: 100% solution dyed acrylic (light fastness: 7/8)
    Cushion filling specifications: 100% polypropylene (material) / 100% polyester (filling)
- Packaging:    Cardboard box with a detailed product sticker
- Recom. hanging height:   at least 155 cm (can also be used on the ground)
- Can be combined with:  Frames: Globo Stand
    Accessories: Power Hook, Smartrope, Jumbo, Swivel, Liana, Tavolino
- Customs tariff number:   94018000
- Country of origin:  Poland
- Individual pack dimensions:  Frame: approx. 1200 x 800 x 95 mm (approx. 15,7 kg)
    Mattress: approx 600 x 800 x 150 mm (approx. 5 kg) 
- Pallet:    contains 12 Swing Lounger frames (approx. 120 x 80 x 131 cm)
    contains 16 Swing Lounger mattresses (approx. 120 x 80 x 136 cm)

Removable filling Spiral spring included

ca. 23-80 x 240 cm max. 160 kg ca. 20,7 kgca. 75 x 114 x 157 cm
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Globo Chair

Natura • AZ-2030820 
EAN 4030454002516

Terracotta • AZ-2030830 
EAN 4030454004220

Verde • AZ-2030814 
EAN 4030454006927

Taupe • AZ-2030812 
EAN 4030454006514

Anthracite • AZ-2030808 
EAN 4030454006484

NEW
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Globo Chair

A hanging chair of quality, made from weather-resistant treated spruce. The high-class laminated gluing makes it  
particularly stable and secure.

The extra-thick, water-repellent and rapidly drying upholstery is your guarantee of perfect relaxation. The fabric covers 
in the colours natura and terracotta are made of pure cotton. The covers in the colours verde, taupe and anthracite are 
made from Agora material. These are just as soft as cotton, and they are also extremely durable, highly light-resistant (light 
fastness 7/8) and weatherproof. Moreover they are water-repellent, proof against mildew, insensitive to dirt and easy to 
clean.

Comes with 1 spiral spring. Globo Chair can be combined with the Globo Stand frame (not included in the delivery 
specifications). 

All the raw materials used come from Europe, and have been processed in Europe in environmentally friendly ways.
AMAZONAS uses FSCTM-certified wood from sustainable European state forests for the manufacture of their products. 

Product data:

- Material:    Wood: spruce, impregnated in a dipping bath, high quality layered gluing
    Fittings: stainless metal (galvanised)
    Cushion - cover (natura/terracotta): 100 % cotton 
    Cushion - cover (anthracite/taupe/verde): 100 % solution dyed acrylic
    Cushion filling specifications: 100% polypropylene (material) / 100% polyester (filling)
- Packaging:    Cardboard box with a detailed product sticker
- Recom. hanging height:   at least 175 cm
- Can be combined with:  Frames: Globo Stand
    Accessories: Globo Cover, Tavolino, Power Hook, Smartrope, Jumbo, Swivel
- Customs tariff number:   94018000000
- Country of origin:  Poland
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 1200 x 800 x 250 mm
- Pallet:    contains 9 Globo Chair

ca. 121 x 118 x 69 cm max. 120 kg ca. 18,4 kg
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Globo Royal Chair

Natura • AZ-2030850
EAN 4030454004244

Terracotta • AZ-2030852
EAN 4030454004770

Verde • AZ-2030844
EAN 4030454006934

Anthracite • AZ-2030840
EAN 4030454006545

Taupe • AZ-2030842
EAN 4030454006576

NEW
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Globo Royal Chair

ca. 176 x 118 x 72 cm max. 200 kg ca. 25,8 kg

A hanging chair of quality, made from weather-resistant treated spruce. The high-class laminated gluing makes it  
particularly stable and secure.

The extra-thick, water-repellent and rapidly drying upholstery is your guarantee of perfect relaxation. The fabric covers 
in the colours natura and terracotta are made of pure cotton. The covers in the colours verde, taupe and anthracite are 
made from Agora material. These are just as soft as cotton, and they are also extremely durable, highly light-resistant (light 
fastness 7/8) and weatherproof. Moreover they are water-repellent, proof against mildew, insensitive to dirt and easy to 
clean.

Comes with 2 spiral springs. Globo Royal Chair can be combined with the Globo Royal Stand frame (not included in the 
delivery specifications). 

All the raw materials used come from Europe, and have been processed in Europe in environmentally friendly ways.
AMAZONAS uses FSCTM-certified wood from sustainable European state forests for the manufacture of their products. 

Product data:

- Material:    Wood: spruce, impregnated in a dipping bath, high quality layered gluing
    Fittings: stainless metal (galvanised)
    Cushion - cover (natura/terracotta): 100 % cotton
    Cushion - cover (anthracite/taupe/verde): 100 % solution dyed acrylic
    Cushion filling specifications: 100% polypropylene (material) / 100% polyester (filling)
- Packaging:    Cardboard box with a detailed product sticker
- Recom. hanging height:   at least 175 cm
- Can be combined with:  Frames: Globo Royal Stand
    Accessories: 2x Jumbo / 2x Easy+ / 2x Liana / 1x Globo Royal Cover
    Side table: Tavolino
- Customs tariff number:   9401800000
- Country of origin:  Poland
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 1200 x 320 x 790 mm
- Pallet:    contains 7 Globo Royal Chair
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Siena Uno

Natura • AZ-2030900
EAN 4030454005364

Terracotta • AZ-2030902
EAN 4030454005388

Verde • AZ-2030925
EAN 4030454006941

Anthracite • AZ-2030908
EAN 4030454006491

Taupe • AZ-2030909
EAN 4030454006521

NEW
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Siena Uno

1437800
2759423

This softly upholstered sofa will look wonderful in any house or garden.

It is made from weather-resistant treated spruce. The high-class laminated gluing makes it particularly stable and secure. 
All the metal fittings are galvanised for optimum corrosion resistance.

The extra-thick, water-repellent and rapidly drying upholstery is your guarantee of perfect relaxation. The fabric covers 
in the colours natura and terracotta are made of pure cotton. The covers in the colours verde, taupe and anthracite are 
made from Agora material. These are just as soft as cotton, and they are also extremely durable, highly light-resistant (light 
fastness 7/8) and weatherproof. Moreover they are water-repellent, proof against mildew, insensitive to dirt and easy to 
clean.

All the raw materials used come from Europe, and have been processed in Europe in environmentally friendly ways.
AMAZONAS uses FSCTM-certified wood from sustainable European state forests for the manufacture of their products. 

Product data:

- Material:    Wood: spruce, impregnated in a dipping bath, high quality layered gluing
    Fittings: stainless metal (galvanised)
    Cushion - cover (natura/terracotta): 100 % cotton
    Cushion - cover (anthracite/taupe/verde): 100 % solution dyed acrylic
    Cushion filling specifications: 100% polypropylene (material) / 100% polyester (filling)
- Packaging:    Cardboard box with a detailed product sticker
- Can be combined with:  Tavolino, Siena Uno Cover
- Customs tariff number:   94018000000
- Country of origin:  Poland
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 1200 x 790 x 260 mm
- Pallet:    contains 9 Siena Uno

ca. 118,5 x 93,5 x 58 cm max. 150 kg ca. 22,0 kg
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Siena Due

Natura • AZ-2030910
EAN 4030454005371

Terracotta • AZ-2030912
EAN 4030454005418

Verde • AZ-2030926
EAN 4030454006767

Anthracite • AZ-2030918
EAN 4030454006552

Taupe • AZ-2030919
EAN 4030454006583

NEW
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Siena Due

1437800
2759423

This softly upholstered sofa will look wonderful in any house or garden.

It is made from weather-resistant treated spruce. The high-class laminated gluing makes it particularly stable and secure. 
All the metal fittings are galvanised for optimum corrosion resistance.

The extra-thick, water-repellent and rapidly drying upholstery is your guarantee of perfect relaxation. The fabric covers 
in the colours natura and terracotta are made of pure cotton. The covers in the colours verde, taupe and anthracite are 
made from Agora material. These are just as soft as cotton, and they are also extremely durable, highly light-resistant (light 
fastness 7/8) and weatherproof. Moreover they are water-repellent, proof against mildew, insensitive to dirt and easy to 
clean.

All the raw materials used come from Europe, and have been processed in Europe in environmentally friendly ways.
AMAZONAS uses FSCTM-certified wood from sustainable European state forests for the manufacture of their products. 

Product data:

- Material:    Wood: spruce, impregnated in a dipping bath, high quality layered gluing
    Fittings: stainless metal (galvanised)
    Cushion - cover (natura/terracotta): 100 % cotton
    Cushion - cover (anthracite/taupe/verde): 100 % solution dyed acrylic
    Cushion filling specifications: 100% polypropylene (material) / 100% polyester (filling)
- Packaging:    Cardboard box with a detailed product sticker
- Can be combined with:  Tavolino, Siena Due Cover
- Customs tariff number:   94018000000
- Country of origin:  Poland
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 1750 x 710 x 300 mm
- Pallet:    contains 7 Siena Due

ca. 171,5 x 94 x 67 cm max. 250 kg ca. 27,8 kg
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Olymp

Olymp white • AZ-4045320 • EAN 4030454006828Olymp • AZ-4045300 • 4030454002042

Best quality and workmanship turns Olymp into one of our most attractive stands. The spruce wood used comes from 
sustainably cultivated European forests. Olymp is made weather-proof by a dipping bath impregnation and by galvanised 
fittings. The especially developed chain suspension can be adjusted to fit nearly all AMAZONAS hammocks. 

The white, water-based coating of Olymp white is weather-resistant and proof against ultraviolet light; it is also  
exceptionally long-lasting, and is not prone to yellowing or chalking.

AMAZONAS uses FSCTM-certified wood from sustainable European state forests for the manufacture of their products. 

Hammock not included

NEW
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Olymp

Hammock not included

Product data:

- Material:    Wood: spruce, impregnated in a dipping bath, high quality layered gluing
    Fittings: stainless metal (galvanised)
- Olymp white coating:   White (RAL 9016) matt
- Packaging:    Cardboard box with a detailed product sticker
- Can be combined with:  Hammocks with a total lengths of 300 - 360 cm
    American Dream,  Arte, Barbados, Brasilia, Colombiana, Fat Hammock, Florida,   
    Lambada, Miami, Palacio, Paradiso, Rio, Salsa, Samba, Tropic Dream, Hammock Cover
- Customs tariff number:   4421999999
- Country of origin:  Poland
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 1980 x 160 x 450 mm
- Pallet:    contains 14 Olymp

ca. 395 x 143 x 145 cm max. 200 kg ca. 26,0 kg
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Hammock Cover

The weather protection for hammocks and frames
Hammock Cover can be quickly and easily secured with the help of the supplied guy rope. When you have fi nished using 
it, it can be stowed away again in no time at all.

Can be combined with hammock frames having a total length of approx. 320-395 cm and a height of approx. ≥ 130 cm.

without stand

Product data:

- Item number/EAN:   AZ-3080022 / 4030454006651
- Material:    100 % ripstop polyester (210T), polyurethane-coated
- Packaging:    Colour-coordinated textile bag (reusable)
    with attached product fl yer
- Content:    weather protection, guy rope
- Can be combined with:  Hammock frames (total length of approx. 320-395 cm; height of approx. ≥ 130 cm)
    Olymp, Apollo, Sumo Grande
- Customs tariff number:   63069000000
- Country of origin:  China
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 400 x 160 x 160 mm
- Master box:   approx. 360 x 250 x 610 mm / 11,4 kg / contains 10 units

ca. 3.000 mm ca. 1,0 kg
ca. 270-395 cm

ca. 310-400 cm

13
5 

cm

1 2 3
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Palm Display

The tropical hammock display 

Palm Display forms the basis for presenting hammocks, hanging chairs, frames and accessories in an exceptionally 
user-friendly and appealing way.
For max. 50 hammocks / hanging chairs, 4 frames and max. 50 accessory articles.

Supplied free of charge from a goods value of €1600. Only pre-fitted delivery.

Suggested assortment

Product data:

- Item number:    AZ-3890100
- Material:    Metal, plastic material: polystyrene
- Can be combined with:  max. 50 hammocks / hanging chairs + 50 accessories + 4 stands
    Only pre-fitted delivery.
- Customs tariff number:   94032080
- Country of origin:  Poland
- Palett:     approx. 1200 x 800 mm

ca. 112 x 196 x 77 cm ca. 70 kg

i
For max. 50 hammocks / hanging 
chairs + 50 accessories + 4 stands
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Tropical Hangout

Tropical Hangout is the ideal rendezvous when you want to enjoy a drink with friends. It makes an excellent retreat 
for sitting or reclining at events – or you can just lie back in the hammock and dream of your last holiday.

With its unique design, Tropical Hangout is the ideal eyecatcher for all kinds of occasions, events and venues. It can 
be used simultaneously with up to three hammocks, and can be installed on practically any ground surface. 

Tropical Hangout is made from durable bamboo, stainless steel cables and aluminium connection pieces. It is easy to 
set up and long-lasting. Delivery without hammocks / sunshade.

Product data:

- Item number:    AZ-3890444
- Material:    Bamboo (Guadua), stainless steel cables, aluminium connection pieces
- Surface area:   approx. 400 x 400 x 400 cm
- Bamboo/Wood length:  approx. 435 cm
- Can be combined with:  3 hammocks (Barbados / Arte)
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 450 x 60 x 60 cm

ca. 400 x 170 x 350 cm ca. 72 kg

i
For 3 hammocks 
(Barbados / Arte)max. 500 kg
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AMAZONAS GmbH • Am Kirchenhölzl 15 • 82166 Gräfelfing • Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 89 18 92 88 0 • Fax: +49 (0) 89 18 92 88 10 •  info@amazonas.eu
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Arte vino (AZ-1018630) Arte blue (AZ-1018610) Arte sand (AZ-1018640) Fat Hammock taupe (AZ-1960010)

Artista vino (AZ-2030244) Artista blue (AZ-2030241) Artista sand (AZ-2030246) California terracotta (AZ-2020260)

Taurus (AZ-4012020) Taurus Set terracotta (AZ-4012040) Taurus Set esmeralda (AZ-4012030) Siena Uno Cover (AZ-2030923)

Omega RockStone (AZ-4011500) Omega Set terracotta (AZ-4011700) Omega Set grenadine (AZ-4011600) Siena Due Cover (AZ-2030924)


